
 
 

Avondale Primary School Behaviour and  
Restraint Policy September 2020 – Covid 19 Addendum 

 
At Avondale Primary School we aim to maintain a secure and caring environment in which children 
are encouraged to have respect for themselves and each other. We are all on our ‘Avondale 
Adventure’ and whilst on this adventure, the following values will be instilled and promoted in our 
children: Respect, Resilience, Kindness, Do your Best, Learning and Make the Right Choice. 
 
Whilst expectations in Avondale’s ‘Behaviour and Restraint Policy’ remain pertinent.  It is 
necessary, in light of the Covid-19 pandemic, to make some adjustments for the safety of all pupils 
and staff. These adjustments will be shared with all children on the morning that they return and 
reinforced regularly. The adjustments are set out below. For the purpose of this policy a ‘bubble’ 
refers to children and staff within a set group i.e. a class. 
 
 
Arrivals, Departures and Moving Around the School. 
 
Children will enter school through their designated entrance. The yard will be sectioned off for 
each year group. Arrivals for bubbles will be staggered and children will enter at specific times 
(8.40 and 8.50). Children will enter individually and will go straight to their designated classroom 
socially distancing themselves from others. Their class group will be classed as their ‘bubble’. There 
will be markers on the floors to support children with social distancing and arrows to help with 
movement around school.  
 
At their designated home time, children will leave the building from their assigned exit. They will 
be brought out by their class teacher to a designated area and dismissed according to the schools 
risk assessment. Parents will be given specific waiting areas on the yard to collect their child. 
Movement around the school will be limited. When the children leave their classroom to go outside 
for break, lunch or outdoor learning, they will follow the markers on the floor to ensure they are 
socially distanced where appropriate from their peers and adults. An adult will supervise the 
children from their classroom on their designated route.  
 
 
Handwashing and Hygiene 
 
Children will be expected to follow all handwashing and hygiene routines while in school. Posters are 
displayed around school to remind children of expectations.  Children will wash hands or use hand 
sanitizer at these key times – start of the school day/when children arrive, when children return from 
break, when children change rooms, before and after eating, after using the toilet and after first aid.   

 
We ask children to follow the catch it, bin it, kill it mantra when in school, if they need to cough 
or sneeze, they should use a tissue or sneeze into the crook of their arm.  Children will be 
reminded not to touch their face, mouth, nose or eyes while at school. 
 
Should a child refuse to follow these routines, disciplinary procedures and sanctions will be 
followed (see below) 
 
 



Social Distancing 
 
Children who are able, will be expected to socially distance from their peers, from adults in school 
and on the playground at all times. In class, children will sit in rows or in a horse shoe formation 
– this will limit face to face interaction as they are not socially distanced. This may not be possible 
however for children in Reception and Year 1. Children may work in pairs – side by side but 
wherever possible should not work in groups. When children enter their classroom, they will be 
expected to go straight to their table and movement will be limited around the room. Children in 
Reception and Year 1 may need to move around the classroom more frequently. Children will put 
their hand up if they need an adult’s support, they should not get out of their seats unless they 
are told otherwise. Children will need daily reminders regarding these changes to previous 
practice. Should a child purposefully refuse to follow social distancing measures, disciplinary 
procedures and sanctions will be followed (see below). 
 
We understand that social distancing may be more difficult for younger children and children with 
SEND needs; they will be encouraged and reminded wherever possible to keep a distance from 
peers and adults, however, we understand this may not always be possible.  
 
Toilets 
 
Each class will have a designated set of unisex toilets to use. Only one toilet in a bathroom will be 
used. Children will use the toilets ‘one at a time’. Only one child can ‘wait’ for the toilet outside on 
a designated spot. When a child enters the bathroom, they will ‘block’ the entrance with a chair – 
this will inform others that the toilet is in use. When a child has finished in the toilet, they must 
wash their hands following the handwashing guidance given. There are posters on walls to remind 
children of correct hand washing techniques. Adults will then check that this has been completed 
once they return to their classroom. 
 
Break and Lunch times 
 
Children will have a designated ‘zone’ to play during break and lunch times – this will be their 
zone. Play times will be staggered to limit the amount of children on the yard as much as possible. 
Each bubble will have their own equipment that will be cleaned after use. Where possible and 
where appropriate, children will be encouraged to remain socially distant from both peers and 
adults during play and break times. Examples of socially distant games will be shared with the 
children by staff. Holding hands, hugging and putting arms around each other will be discouraged. 
Children must stay in their designated zone at all times. 
 
Lunch will be eaten in classrooms or in the hall. The hall will be zoned off into four quadrants in 
order to facilitate this safely. Once leaving the dining hall children will be led back to their zone by 
their assigned member of welfare staff; they will walk around the periphery of the yard in single 
file. 
 

Rewards 
 
The house point system and platinum certificates will continue to be used for children that 
display our school values. Each class may also have their own reward system e.g. raffle tickets, 
pasta etc. Teachers and Teaching Assistants welcome opportunities to praise individuals for good 
work, attitude or good behaviour, and show recognition. Team points will be collected in on a 
Thursday and collated on a whole school chart. This will be shared with children during their 
Friday class assembly. 



 
Above all, praise and encouragement should be used as much as possible.  Walking through 
school to show their work to the Head Teacher/Assistant head teachers or other adult for 
acknowledgement and praise during this time will not be permitted however superb work may be 
displayed on our school blog and on our hall of fame wall located in the school corridor. 
Teachers will continue to award pupil of the week every Friday; an Avondale pupil of the week 
certificate will be given and a phone call home will be made by the class teacher. If parents 
cannot be contacted by telephone, a message may be left or parents may be informed at home 
time. A power point of the children with their certificates will be published on our school 
Facebook/Website account every Friday. ‘Pupil of the week’ photographs will also be displayed in 
the corridor for all to see. Golden time will still remain for 20 minutes on a Friday – children will 
be encouraged to remain socially distant during this time. Children on Amber/Red from that 
week, will miss part or the whole of golden time; they will be given an option of things to do 
rather than free choice. The positive text message (green text) sent out on a Friday will remain 
on hold until further notice. 
 
 
 
 
Disciplinary Procedures and Sanctions 
 
The traffic light system used in school will continue to be used however this has been slightly 
amended. Time out in other classrooms is no longer an option due to staff capacity and safety 
measures in place for Covid-19. Only class teacher/TA will move the children’s names on the 
traffic lights. We will continue to use CPOMS as a recording and communication tool. For the 
amended traffic light system, see below: 
 

GREEN 
 All children start every lesson on the green traffic light 
 1st Verbal reminder for unwanted behaviours e.g. stop tapping, thank you. 

Remember to stay in your zone, thank you. 
 2nd Verbal warning - stop tapping or you are choosing to lose some of your 

playtime. 
 

AMBER 
 On the 3rd warning/reminder child’s name will move onto amber – as a 

consequence they will lose 10 minutes of their ‘playtime’ to reflect on their 
behaviour. It may be necessary for the child to go outside with teacher if they 
are on duty and stay ‘with’ them – at a social distance. They can stay in class if 
the teacher is not on duty.  

 
 

RED 
 If behavior continues, the child’s name will be moved to red traffic light. 
 A reflection letter will be completed and behaviour choices will be discussed - 

parents will be informed. 
 See ‘high risk behaviours’ for actions.  

 
Some behaviours may warrant moving straight onto Amber or Red – please see behaviour list 
below.  
Children should not be sent to other classrooms and must not ‘mix’ with other children from a 



different class. As a consequence, children should miss some of their playtime/dinnertime by 
waiting with the staff member on duty or staying in class with a member of staff – this must be 
at a social distance. Children on amber/red will also miss out on the fun activity planned for 
golden time.  SLT/DW may also be called for repeated amber/red incidents. 
 
At dinnertime, on the yard, children may be given time out for 5 minutes to reflect on their 
behavior. Time out can happen within their zone. Any amber/red behaviours must be reported to 
DW. Welfare can promote positive behaviour by encouraging socially distant games and giving 
out stickers for team points. 
 
 
 

 
Safeguarding – Important Behaviours During COVID 19 

The behaviours below will be highlighted as ‘Important Behaviours to Keep us Safe’. Teachers will 
express how important it is to follow the rules regarding the behaviours below due to safeguarding 
reasons. Teachers must use their professional judgement, taking into account number of times 
behaviour seen, age and understanding of behaviour in order decide an appropriate consequence – 
this can also be discussed with a member of SLT to ensure consistency.  

As a guide, this is how the behaviours may be dealt with initially, if not adhered to. Some of these 
behaviours will also be part of the home school agreement.  

Please note that a green/amber behaviour could also move to become a ‘red behaviour’ if 
reminders are not adhered to. 

See above for what each colour represents. 

 We must wash our hands appropriately when asked. 
 We must wash our hands after using the toilet. 
 We must use hand gel when asked to do so. 
 We must cough/sneeze into a tissue or our elbow (remember -  catch it, bin it, kill it) 
 We must avoid touching our eyes, nose and mouths.  
 We must not put our fingers in our mouths. 
 We must not put anything other than food /water near our mouths e.g. pencils. 
 We must follow the one-way system in school. 
 We must try our best to socially distance ourselves from other people. 
 We must not hug each other. 
 We must not share equipment unless directed to by our teacher. 
 We must not bring things in from home or take things home from school 
 We must keep to our zones in the playground. 
 We must not ‘mix’ with other children outside of our bubble. 
 We must only have one person in the bathroom at a time. 
 We must not share food at break time or at dinnertime. 
 We must only use our own water bottle to drink out of. 
 We must not spit on the floor. 
 We must never purposefully cough/sneeze in the direction of others. 
 We must never spit at others. 
 We must never purposefully run off in areas of school that we shouldn’t be in. 



 
 

 

 
High Risk Behaviours 
 
If a child’s behaviour is deemed high risk (red behaviours), for example, refusing (after being 
reminded) to adhere to safety measures, such as, hand washing, social distancing, remaining in 
their bubbles or deliberate behaviours that put themselves or others at risk, such as spitting or 
deliberately coughing at people, the following sanctions and disciplinary procedures could be used: 
 

 Referral to Head teacher/Assistant Head teacher 
 Parents/Carers called to collect child from school immediately 
 Fixed term exclusion 
 Immediate swap from onsite education offer to online/virtual education offer  
 Permanent exclusion 

‘’Individual Behavour Plans’ (IBP) and ‘Individual Risk Assessments’ will be drawn up wherever 
needed. 
 
 

Positive Handling & Restraint 
 
There can be times when a pupil’s behaviour requires staff physical support to ensure the 
pupils’ own safety, the safety of other pupils and staff, or that property is not seriously 
damaged. This can require the use of physical interventions. At Avondale, we use Team Teach 
to do this.  
 
In the case of a child being at risk, putting others at risk or damaging property, if all appropriate 
de-escalation strategies have been exhausted, the child’s parents or carers will be called and asked 
to collect their child immediately. The situation will then be reviewed by the Head teacher and a 
risk assessment/IBP will be put in place. 
 
Where a child may need very close contact, PPE where appropriate may be used by a staff 
member to help avoid cross contamination or any potential virus spread.  
 
Please see Main behavior Policy for more details on positive handling and restraint. 
 

Reasonable Adjustments 
 

As at all times, we will make reasonable adjustments as appropriate for our children with SEND 
needs. Behaviour Plans (IBPs) will continue to include reasonable adjustments where appropriate. 
 
‘Behaviour Profiles’ are completed for children who require a more unique approach. The aim of a 
Behaviour Profile is to create a greater understanding of the child in order to de-escalate a situation 
in the best possible way should it arise. Behaviour profiles include a child’s triggers and suggested, 
successful de-escalation strategies. These are shared with all staff including welfare, TAs and supply 
teachers. 
 



These adjustments will be in line with the current Government guidance around social distancing and 
the guidance on the implementation of protective measures. 

 
 
Online Learning – also see e-safety/remote working policy  
 
If interacting with other pupils or staff online, students should always be kind and respectful to each 
other and to staff, remembering at all times that that staff are not ‘friends’ with, or peers to, pupils.  
 
Students should never attempt to contact staff via social media or make comments about staff on 
social media platforms. Any inappropriate comments to staff online, via email, or any other platform 
will be taken very seriously as will any online bullying towards other pupils or peer-on-peer abuse 
that is disclosed to the school during this time.   
 
Conduct Regarding Online Home Learning 
The guidance below should also be read in conjunction with our e-safety policy and our remote 
working policy. 

 No text talk – use this opportunity to practise your grammar, spelling and punctuation! 
Every day is a learning day! 

 Think carefully about your vocabulary/punctuation choice. There isn’t a need for four rows of 
exclamation marks or the use of slang words. 

 Read your posts out loud. Would you say it in the classroom face to face to your class 
teacher or would you write it in your book at school? If the answer is ‘no’ then don’t write it 
online. You can still use humour just as you would in your classroom, but at all times be 
respectful. 

 If you are unhappy with something posted, speak to parents before you type your thoughts. 
Sometimes when a message is read it can be interpreted in different ways.  

 Don’t copy and paste other children’s messages for others to see. Only post your own 
thoughts. 

 Before posting a photo, make sure you have spoken to your parents and that they have seen 
it. 

 Please tell parents or message your teacher immediately if you see anything inappropriate or 
anything that makes you sad. 

 Don’t give out your passwords to anyone (even your best friends) other than your parents. 
 Help your parents understand how to have fun and learn things online. Teach them how 

online learning works – you are the experts! 
 Remember that if you are struggling with something and your teacher doesn’t reply straight 

away, have a break or continue with the work set in your school book. 
 
 
 
 
 
This policy was adopted by Avondale Governing Body Autumn 2020 


